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A t Touro College, we highly value our faculty’s research and scholarship, and we devote a myriad of resources toward their continued development. This compilation, which is the sixth annual compendium of faculty publications, represents Touro’s commitment to being a leader on multiple research frontiers. As in the past two years, this volume features the work of the faculty at Touro College & University System as well as at New York Medical College. It contains over 635 authors and represents the immense quality of scholarship arising out of our institution.

For a seamless reading and reference experience, this book contains an alphabetical index and organizes entries by school. The Touro College & University System 2015 Faculty Publications Book is an extension of the Touro Faculty Publications Database (touro.edu/library), which contains over 5,400 searchable entries. The database is regularly updated with the newest citations and features tools that show the impact of this research worldwide. As the third volume to combine the investigative output of Touro College and New York Medical College, it highlights our institution’s commitment to interdisciplinary work and exhibits the strong research synergies our partnership has created.

As in past volumes, I invite you to search this book and the library database to discover fascinating research in a multitude of disciplines. Our faculty’s continued commitment to scholarship reinforces our mission of achieving excellence in higher education, and our dedicated library staff and administration will continue to support all efforts to deepen that scholarship and increase collaborative research opportunities across our institution.

Sincerely,

Dr. Alan Kadish
President
Message from the Provost

Research and scholarship are important aspects of our role in higher education. Our work not only helps to advance knowledge and learning to benefit society as a whole, but it also informs our teaching and energizes our students and our colleagues. It keeps us current and it challenges us to continue to lead by example in the classroom, in the laboratory and in the library.

Congratulations to the Touro faculty and staff highlighted in the 2015 Faculty Publications book. This impressive publication evidences ever-increasing research and scholarly productivity by an engaged cadre faculty and staff of the Touro College & University System and New York Medical College. Contributions ranging from the medical sciences to the arts and humanities are linked in the digital version of this book to quickly enable readers to examine interesting topics and learn about the interests and expertise of our colleagues across the System.

Special thank you to the Library staff who carefully assemble and archive our work in this annual publication. The library’s latest initiative, Touro Scholar (tourostudent.touro.edu), offers an institutional repository, or online archive, of the research and scholarship of the Touro College & University System with New York Medical College. When fully populated, it will include full text of articles and book chapters, and will expand the scope beyond the Faculty Publications Database to include such materials as student work, poster presentations, and data sets. Once submissions are open, I hope you will add your work to this incredibly important new offering.

I look forward to continuing to learn about the interesting, innovative and important work of the Touro faculty who publish and share their research and scholarship.

Patricia E. Salkin
Provost
Graduate and Professional Divisions
Touro College
Acknowledgements

We now have over 5,400 citations in our database for its sixth year of operation. This is an achievement we are extremely proud of, and something which would have been impossible to accomplish without the assistance of many people in the Touro College and University System/New York Medical College community:

- President Dr. Kadish, Executive Vice President Rabbi Krupka, and Provost Salkin for always supporting the library and this project;
- Esther Greenfield and Malka Hirsch for their wonderful attention to detail, editing talents, and ensuring that every year the book is polished and professional;
- Sara Tabaei, for encouraging supervision and continuing support;
- Bashe Simon (Director of Touro College Libraries), Shelly Warwick (Library Director at TouroCOM), June Simms (Library Director at Touro University Nevada), and Tamara Trujillo (Library Director at Touro University California) for readily helping us to identify faculty at their campuses and validate their bibliographic information;
- Marie Ascher (Director) and Nina Kurzban (Cataloger) of the New York Medical College Health Sciences Library for their dedication to seamlessly incorporating their 2015 publications into the Faculty Publications book and database;
- Liping Ren and Yan Chen for their expedient technical support;
- Marina Zilberman and Valerie Shrager, for their translations;
- The Research Council Committee for their useful feedback and support.

We are very excited at the Libraries to announce the beginning stages of Touro Scholar, the Touro College & University System’s new institutional repository. This online archive of the system’s research and scholarship will house full text of articles, book chapters, and more, and will provide a space for student work and other types of research such as data sets and poster presentations. As in the Faculty Publications Database, we will have metrics tools to show the impact and reach of the research on Touro Scholar. We hope you will be as thrilled with the repository as we are.

Carrie Levinson
Scholarly Communications Librarian
Note from the Library

It is with great pride that we present the 6th Annual Touro College & University System Faculty Publications book. This publication affords us the opportunity to once again present the depth of research and creative works of Touro College & University System scholars. This book of scholarship also includes the research and academic accomplishments of the New York Medical College. There has been a significant increase in submissions from the time the Faculty Publication book was first published, and we encourage faculty to continue presenting their scholarly and creative works. We encourage you to submit your publications on the Faculty Publications site (touro.edu/library).

We are grateful to the Office of the President for supporting the library in its effort to publicize the research and scholarship of Touro scholars. Dr. Kadish, President of the Touro College & University System, recently addressed attendees at Touro’s Annual Research Day. He stressed the importance of doing research to make the world a better place. The Touro Libraries, through the Faculty Publications Database and soon through Touro Scholar, showcase the academic and creative accomplishments of the Touro community and increase the accessibility of these accomplishments worldwide.

I thank the dedicated library staff under the guidance of Sara Tabaei, Library Information Literacy Director, and Carrie Levinson, Scholarly Communications Librarian, for their dedication and hard work to insure that the highest standards are met. I also thank NYMC Library Director Marie Ascher and NYMC Cataloger Nina Kurzban for their valued assistance in compiling the work from NYMC faculty. Their professionalism is reflected in the quality of the Faculty Publications book.

I would like to close by mentioning two prominent scholars, researchers and Faculty Publications authors who have passed on. Dr. Giuseppe Costantino from the Department of Behavioral Science and Dr. Gisele Oliveira from the School of Health Sciences (New York). May their memories be an inspiration to their colleagues and students.
Note from the NYMC Library

There are many ways in which one may measure the quality of a university. Among them is the scholarly output of its faculty. Once again, our researchers at New York Medical College have produced voluminous scholarly output. We can be very proud of this research that is being produced at NYMC and at Touro College and University System as a whole. This 2015 edition of the Faculty Publications Bibliography and database is a record of all that we have to celebrate.

New this year is the availability of the Touro Scholar institutional repository, which will henceforth be the online home for Touro and NYMC manuscripts and supplemental research materials. While many faculty may be submitting their publications to various online repositories already, it is our goal to locally support open access in this way and make sure that we both highlight our institutions and provide free access to the documented research results produced by our faculty. By submitting to Touro Scholar you are submitting to a database you can trust will continue to exist long into the future, that your materials will be findable via internet search engines, that it will be free to all (if you choose), and that you do so in conjunction with your colleagues at NYMC and Touro.

On the NYMC end, many thanks are due in particular to Nina Kurzban, who dedicated so many hours to the collection and production of the data that make up the NYMC portions of the publication and database, and to Rhonda Altonen, our new Research Services Librarian at the Health Sciences Library staff, for pitching in when time got tight. Many thanks to our colleagues at the Touro College Libraries for their dedicated collaboration.

And above all, congratulations to all of our authors on an exceptional year in 2015. May you continue to produce the research evidence that keeps medicine and health sciences alive and ever-changing.

Regards,

Marie T. Ascher, MS, AHIP
Lillian Hetrick Huber Endowed Director
New York Medical College, Health Sciences Library
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